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Fragility Assessment of Light-Frame Wood Construction
Subjected to Wind and Earthquake Hazards
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Abstract: A fragility analysis methodology is developed for assessing the response of light-frame wood construction ex
stipulated extreme windstorms and earthquakes. Performance goals and limit states(structural and nonstructural) are identified from
review of the performance of residential construction during recent hurricanes and earthquakes in the United States. Advance
modeling tools provide a computational platform for risk analysis of light-frame wood building structural systems. The an
demonstrated for selected common building configurations and construction(defined, e.g., by roof sheathing, truss spacing, and ro
shear wall nailing patterns). Limit state probabilities of structural systems for the performance levels identified above are develo
function of 3-s gust wind speed(hurricanes) and spectral acceleration(earthquakes), leading to a relation between limit state probabili
and the hazard stipulated in ASCE Standard 7, “Minimum design loads for buildings and other structures.”
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Introduction

Housing represents an enormous social investment in the U
States(for most individuals, it is their largest single asset). The
majority of residential buildings in the United States(approxi-
mately 90%) are light-frame wood construction. The prima
framing material in residential construction is dimension lum
which is often used in combination with other wood produ
such as plywood, I-beams, oriented strand board(OSB), and
laminated veneer lumber National Association of Home Buil
(NAHB 1999a,b).

Residential buildings with light-frame wood construction
especially susceptible to extreme winds. Four recent hurrican
Hugo, Andrew, Opal, and Iniki—have caused tremendous da
to residences in coastal regions. Hurricane Hugo(1989) caused
insurers to pay out $6.0 billion most of which was residen
damage claims.(All insured losses are given in 2001 $U.S., w
the exception of losses due to Hurricanes Opal and Iniki, w
are given in 1997 $U.S.̂www.giis.org/disaster.html&.) Hurricane
Andrew (1992) produced insured property losses estimate
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$20.2 billion; catastrophic failures of one- and two-story lig
frame residential buildings were the most frequently obse
mode of building damage. In the same year(1992), Hurricane
Iniki caused $1.8 billion in damage. Damage during Opal(1995)
was close to $ 2.2 billion. Population growth in hurricane-pr
areas is increasing, raising the prospects of even higher da
and losses in the future. Losses to residential construction d
recent earthquakes(Loma Prieta, Northridge) have been similarl
severe. The majority of fatalities in the Northridge earthquake(24
out of 25), and more than half of the estimated $16.7 bil
insured loss was due to damage to wood buildings(Schierle
2001).

In summary, damage to residential building construction
curred due to extreme hurricane winds and earthquakes duri
past 15 years has led to insured losses in excess of $U.
billion and total losses that are far in excess of this value.
aftermath of these natural disasters has led to intense profes
and public scrutiny of real or perceived deficiencies in design
construction practices, building codes, and their enforcem
This scrutiny has pointed to the need for an improved basi
designing new residential construction and for assessing the
dition of the current residential building inventory and its vuln
ability to future hazards. Such improvements to building prac
require tools for evaluating new and existing building produ
for modeling the uncertainties that are inherent to the predi
of building performance, and for managing the risk that is co
quent to these uncertainties economically.

Protection of building occupants against injury or loss of lif
of paramount importance in structural design. Thus the main
jective of current codes and standards is to prevent building
ures leading to loss of life during rare events. While this objec
has been essentially achieved for buildings in the United S
subjected to windstorms or earthquakes, the economic losse
social disruption associated with many of these events hav
come unacceptable. It has become apparent that building
signed by code, which satisfy the life safety objective, may

meet other expectations of building owners and occupants.
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Performance-based engineering(PBE) is a new paradigm th
is gaining momentum in the United States. It is motivated b
desire to add value to the building process by ensuring tha
building meets the expectations of the building owner, occup
and the public regarding performance during and following s
trum of events rather than a single “design-basis” event(Ham-
burger 1996). Performance-based engineering will require m
comprehensive and quantitative probability-based procedure
managing risk and uncertainty than are found in first-gener
criteria such as LRFD(Ellingwood 1994; Ellingwood 1998
Rosowsky and Ellingwood 2002). To advance building practic
for residential construction, this paper presents a ge
probability-based methodology for assessing the respon
light-frame wood construction subjected to specified dem
from extreme windstorms and earthquakes.

Role of Probability in Modern Structural Codes

Modern structural design codes and standards are based o
cepts of limit states design(or LRFD, as it commonly is termed),
with safety checks that are based on structural reliability th
(Ellingwood 1994). For example, in LRFD of engineered wo
structures, the structural safety requirement is expressed by
of equations(ASCE standard 16-95),

lwRn . o giQi s1d

The design strength on the left-hand side of Eq.(1) is the produc
of Rn5nominal resistance of a member, component, or con
tion adjusted to end use conditions;w5resistance factor that a
counts for uncertainty in short-term strength as well as mod
failure; andl5time-effect factor that takes into account the
pendence of wood strength on rate and duration of load.
nominal loads,Qi and load factorsgi on the right-hand side of E
(1) are defined in Section 2.3 ofASCE standard 7-02(2003). The
resistance criteria for each limit state in Eq.(1) are based on
reliability-based assessment of and calibration to traditional
tice (e.g., Galambos et al. 1982; Ellingwood and Rosow
1991).

The LRFD criteria represented by Eq.(1) were calibrated(in a
probabilistic sense) to existing practice to facilitate acceptance
structural engineers who design wood structures. This calibr
process has raised several issues that must be considered
vancing performance-based design for light-frame wood
struction. For one, the calibration was performed only for i
vidual members, components, and connections. System e
were considered only indirectly, through effective length fac
in column design, response modification factors used to dete
base shear in aseismic design, repetitive member adjustme
tors for flexure in joists, truss chords, etc. Accordingly, s
checks provide only an approximate indication of how asystemof
such elements might perform during an extreme event.

Furthermore, the reliability benchmarking of structural m
bers that had been properly designed by traditional working s
design codes was essentially a tool for risk communication
tween reliability specialists working to develop probability-ba
design, standard-writing groups, and the structural engine
profession. Because of limitations in supporting databases
reliability benchmarks identified in the calibration process w
“notional,” in the sense that no attempt was made to corr
them to structural failure rates observed in service. This failu

reconcile predicted and observed failure rates makes it difficult to
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use such methods for forecasting performance of buildings d
a natural disaster, for planning and implementing effective p
disaster management strategies, or for setting insurance pre
rates. To achieve reasonable agreement(within the limitations
imposed by statistical sampling) between calculated and obser
failure rates, properly validated system reliability analysis mo
are essential. This is especially important in light-frame w
construction, where the body of research during the past tw
cades has indicated that there is an integral relationship be
member, connection, and system performance.

Finally, traditional design practice has been focused on th
safety objective, as noted above. There has been little atte
paid to serviceability issues, which do not impact life safety
may have a significant social and economic impact. PBE
require a broader view of the purpose of structural design.

Performance Objectives and Limit States

Performance-based engineering aims at ensuring that a bu
or other facility achieves the desired performance objectives
els when subjected to a spectrum of natural or man-made ha
The proposals for PBE that have been published in recent
by organizations such as FEMA, NEHRP, and SEAOC, am
others, all have common features. Consistent with current b
ing regulatory practice, they all stipulate that life safety(LS)
should be preserved under “severe” events. Beyond this,
stipulate that collapse shall not occur under “extreme” ev
(collapse prevention, or CP), and that function shall be preserv
[continued function or immediate occupancy(IO)] under “mod-
erate” events.(The definitions of what is “severe,” “extreme,”
“moderate” have yet to stabilize, but are likely to be based o
annual probability of exceeding the design hazard or its re
period.) As an example, one might require that the building
designed so that there is no disruption of function following
event with 50% probability of being exceeded in 50 years(abbre-
viated in the sequel as a 50% /50-year event), that life safety is
preserved under a 10% /50-year event, and that collapse w
occur under a 2% /50-year event. These general performan
jectives are encapsulated in a matrix of performance objec
versus hazard levels. Specific buildings are placed in that m
by occupancy classification(e.g., Table 1-1 ofASCE standar
7-02).

Verification that a building performance requirement is
requires a mapping between the qualitatively stated obje
(e.g., immediate occupancy following the 50% /50-year ev)
and a response quantity and limit state(measuring force or defo
mation) that can be checked using principles of structural ana
and mechanics. Such a mapping invariably requires that th
havior of the building structural system be considered as a w
When the performance objective can be related to local dam
limit state based on member(or connection) strength or deforma
tion may be sufficient. However, the performance of individ
members and connections within the system may not be in
tive of overall system performance. In light-frame wood const
tion in particular, a system analysis based on a first-failure
state may lead to a highly pessimistic view of the capacity o
system to withstand general collapse(Rosowsky and Ellingwoo
1991). While it is an oversimplification to equate performan
based design to deformation-based design, deformation o
structural system usually is preferable to member strength
system behavior must be measured through one structur

sponse quantity(normally computed by finite element-based
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structural analysis), particularly when the structural response
behavior are in the nonlinear range. There have been a num
recent efforts to relate structural deformations to performance
els. For example, in FEMA Report 356[and its widely cited pre
decessor, FEMA Report 273(1997)] (FEMA 2000), the immedi-
ate occupancy, life safety, and collapse prevention perform
levels for vertical structural elements in light-frame wood c
struction subjected to seismic effects are related to transien
eral drifts of 0.01, 0.02, and 0.03, respectively. We will retur
this issue in the development of fragilities for wind and seis
effects.

Structural Risk and Assessment and Fragility
Modeling

A probabilistic safety assessment(PSA) provides a structure
framework for evaluating uncertainty, performance, and reli
ity of a building system subjected to wind or earthquake haz
As a first step in a PSA, one must identify limit states, or co
tions in which the structural system ceases to perform its inte
functions in some way. Such limit states are expressed in
general formGsXd,0, in which X5vector of basic uncerta
variables that describe the limit condition, and may be e
strength or deformation-related, as noted above. With each o
limit states identified, the probability of a specified limit state
be expressed as

PfGsXd , 0g = o
y

PfGsXd , 0uD = ygPfD = yg s2d

in which D5random variable describing the intensity of the
mand on the system(e.g., 3-s gust wind speed; spectral accel
tion at the fundamental period of the building, etc.), and
PfGsXd,0uD=yg is the conditional limit state probability, give
that D=y. The termPfD=yg defines the natural hazard proba
listically. The conditional probabilityPfGsXd,0uD=yg=FRsyd
denotes the fragility. The breakdown of risk in Eq.(2) facilitates
risk analysis and decision-making. Wind, flood, and earthq
hazards often are determined by governmental agencies su
the National Weather Service or the U.S. Geological Su
Nowadays, such information often can be retrieved from a w
site for the particular building site. In contrast, the responsib
for the structural design and, by inference the structural frag
ultimately lies with the structural engineer.

The fragility is central to the probabilistic safety analysis
also can be used to assess the capability of a system to with
a specified demand(say, a 500-year wind or an earthquake wi
10% probability of being exceeded in 50 years; or, even m
simply, a magnitude 7 earthquake centered 20 km from the b
ing site). Such safety margins can be useful for enginee
decision-making in situations where the hazard curve is te
cally difficult (or costly) to define. Conversely, the fragility can
used to identify a level of demand at which there is high co
dence that the system will survive. The communication of ris
stakeholders in the building process is facilitated and simpli
as the demand(or interface) variable,D=y, can be selected arb
trarily, depending on the decision at hand.

The fragility of a structural system commonly is modeled b
lognormal cumulative distribution function(CDF). The lognorma

CDF is described by

JOURNAL O
f

s

FRsyd = Fflnsy/mRd/zRg s3d

in which Fs·d5standard normal probability integral;mR5median
capacity; andzR5logarithmic standard deviation, approximat
equal to the coefficient of variation(COV), VR, whenVR,0.3.

Fragility modeling must be supported by databases to des
the medians and uncertainties in all factors known to affec
ability of the system to withstand challenges from the rang
postulated hazards of interest. Sources of uncertainty in th
sessment of structural response are reflected in parameterzR (or
VR). As a natural material, wood structural properties tend t
highly variable(Green and Evans 1987). In addition, wood struc
tural systems are designed and fabricated with a large num
connection and fastener details, most of which are difficu
model mathematically, and construction quality and code enf
ment can vary significantly from building to building. Some f
tors affecting performance of wood structures are inherently
dom (aleatory) in nature, and thus are irreducible at the cur
level of engineering analysis. Examples would include streng
wood in tension or in compression parallel-to-grain. Others
from the assumptions made in the analysis of the system and
limitations in the supporting databases. In contrast to ale
uncertainties, these knowledge-based(or epistemic) uncertaintie
depend on the quality of the analysis and supporting datab
and generally can be reduced, at the expense of more comp
sive (and costly) analysis. Sources of epistemic uncertainty
light-frame wood construction include two-dimensional mo
of three-dimensional buildings, probabilistic models of un
tainty estimated from small data samples, wind exposure
buildings, and similar knowledge-based uncertainties.

Structural Fragilities for Wind and Earthquake
Hazards

Performance limit states for light-frame wood construction
posed to hurricane winds include roof panel uplift due to l
wind effects, failure of connections of roof-to-wall leading to
lift of the roof, cracking of interior and exterior finishes, exc
sive lateral drifts(racking) leading to malfunction of doors a
windows, wall-foundation failures, and projectile damage. In
ance claim files from Hurricanes Hugo and Andrew have reve
that the building envelope suffers the most wind damage. Po
saster surveys of the performance of residential construction
ing extreme hurricane winds indicate that the roof system i
most vulnerable building subsystem(NAHB 1993). Accordingly,
maintaining integrity of the roof system is essential for minim
ing economic losses. Roofing and roof panel uplift can lea
severe water damage to the building contents, violating th
performance objective(e.g., Sparks et al. 1994). In addition, dam
age or destruction of the roof structural system may cause wa
lose lateral support and lead to building collapse, violating th
or CP performance objectives(Manning and Nichols 1991).
Breaching the building envelope by breaking of windows or d
can be an issue as well, but this failure mode is outside the
of this paper. For earthquakes, the performance of light-f
buildings is dependent on the integrity of lateral force-resis
systems and their anchorage, and damage can be related to
sive lateral drift of the frame or failure of shear walls that re
lateral forces. In the context of performance-based engine
these limit states must be mapped to the IO, LS, and CP p
mance objectives mentioned above(Rosowsky and Ellingwoo

2002).
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The strength of wood may be sensitive to the rate and dur
of structural load(s) (DOL). However, these DOL effects beco
pronounced only when the load magnitudes are sustained
extended period of time(months to years). In the cases consider
subsequently in this paper, the duration of the wind or earthq
forces is relatively short(on the order of minutes to hours), and
the stresses on the structural elements induced by the othe
vice loads are assumed to be at or below the endurance lim
the material. Accordingly, DOL effects are assumed to be n
gible, and are not considered further in this paper.

Fragility Models for Hurricane Winds

Fragility assessments were performed for light-frame buil
construction with various roof configurations and construc
practices(roof type, slope, roof height, nailing pattern, conne
type, and truss spacing) subjected to hurricane winds. These
gilities are conditional, in the sense that failure sequences,
ating from local component failure and developing into pa
and complete collapse, are not considered. Such sequences
developed(e.g., Unanwa et al. 2000), but require a more detaile
model of the building system than can be supported by the a
able test data. Moreover, the survey by Sparks et al.(1994) dem-
onstrated the importance of component failure on insured lo

Three types of single-family light-frame residential hou
were considered as representative of the residential buildin
ventory in the southeast United States: a one-story building
gable roof with roof overhang, a one-story building with ga
roof without roof overhang, and a two-story building with ga
roof without roof overhang. Roofs on all three building syste
had roofs with a 6:12 slope and repetitive roof trusses spac
in. (610 mm) on-center. Roof sheathing was nominally 4
38 ft3 1

2in. s1.2 m32.4 m313 mmd panels. It should be note
that light-frame wood construction traditionally has been n
engineered; thus the roof systems discussed in the sequel
sent a mix of prescriptive and experience-based practices
have not been designed by any specific code requiring eith
lowable stress or limit states design.

Table 1. Wind Load Statistics

One story without roof overhang

Variable Mean Standard deviation

Kz (exposure B) 0.57 0.12 0

Kz (exposure C) 0.8 0.12 0

GCp (C & C) 1.81 0.22 3

GCp (MWFRS) 0.86 0.15 0

GCpi 0.15 0.05 0

Kd 0.89 0.14 0

Table 2. Dead Load Statistics

Component Mean
Coefficient
of variation

Cumulative
distribution

function Source

Roof panel 1.6 psf
(0.077 kPa)

0.10 Normal NAHB
(1999a,b)

Roof-to-wall
connection

15 psf
(0.717 kPa)

0.10 Normal Rosowsk
and Cheng
(1999a,b)
1924 / JOURNAL OF STRUCTURAL ENGINEERING © ASCE / DECEMBER
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Limit states describing roof panel uplift and roof-to-wall c
nection failures both involve wind load and dead load as cou
acting structural actions, expressed as

GsR,W,Dd = R− sW− Dd s4d

whereR5resistance of the roof panel to uplift or resistance o
roof-to-wall connection;W5uplift wind load; andD5dead load
on panel or roof-to-wall connection. Note that dead load cou
acts the uplift of the wind, and has a beneficial effect on
performance.

Wind Load

The wind pressure acting on low-rise building components
cladding is determined from

W= qhfGCp − GCpig s5d

in which qh5velocity pressure evaluated at mean roof he
G5gust factor; Cp5external pressure coefficient; a
Cpi5internal pressure coefficient. The velocity pressure is c
lated as

qh = 0.00256KhKztKdV
2 s6d

in which Kh5exposure factor;Kzt5topographic factor(taken
equal to unity so as not to make the results dependent on
topography surrounding the building); Kd5directional factor; an
V53-s wind speed at the height of 10 m(33 ft) in an open
country exposure.[When implemented inASCE standard 7, Eq.
(6) includes an importance factor related to building occupa
the effect of which is to adjustV to different return periods.] The
most severe wind pressures on a roof occur in the regions o
separation at the eave, ridge, and corners of the roof. Postd
surveys of damage from Hurricane Andrew indicated that
proximately 90% of severely damaged residences were in
Exposure B(suburban terrain) (NAHB 1993).

Records of insurance claims show that once the first
sheathing panel was removed, the property damage losses
the order of 80% of total insured properties(Sparks et al. 1994).
Accordingly, the limit state for roof panel uplift is defined as
first failure (removal) of a panel. Severe wind pressures on a
occur in the regions of flow separation at the eave, ridge,
corners of the roof. Panels at the roof corners are subject
highest suction pressures. Furthermore, during wind load tes
residential roofs it has been found(Mizzell and Schiff 1994
Rosowsky and Schiff 1996) that an “equivalent tributary area” f
a fastener in a critical location of a roof panel was on the ord
1 to 2 ft2 s0.093−0.19 m2d. Once failure of this single fasten
occurred, the load was distributed to the surrounding fast
causing failure to propagate throughout the panel.

story with roof overhang Two story without roof overha

Standard deviation Mean Standard dev

0.12 0.63 0.12

0.12 0.84 0.12

0.38 1.81 0.22

0.15 0.86 0.15

0.05 0.15 0.05

0.14 0.89 0.14
One

Mean

.57

.8

.18

.86

.15

.89
Table 1 summarizes the wind load statistics for an enclosed
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l.
structure (in which the nominal internal coefficient,GCpi, is
±0.18). The wind load statistics were obtained from a De
study, supplemented by experimental data(Ellingwood and Tekie
1999). The demand(interface) variable for fragility assessment
the 3-s gust wind velocity,V, at 10-m elevation in Exposure
All other variables in Eqs.(4)–(6) are modeled as random,
described in the following paragraphs. ParameterKd accounts in
an approximate way for the noncoincidence of building orie
tion and unfavorable wind direction. More sophisticated mo
involving matches ofGCp and extreme winds determined fro
the wind rose at specific sites lead to the observation tha
buildings where the orientation to strong wind is unknown, w
pressures typically are 75–95% of the worst-case values
puted fromASCE standard 7(Rigato et al. 2001). This observa
tion is consistent with the statistics forKd presented in Table 1

Dead Load

The dead load is assumed to remain constant in time. Its
value is based on the weight of the roof, while its coefficien
variation is assumed to be 0.1. The dead load can be mode
a normal distribution(Ellingwood et al. 1982). The statistics pre
sented in Table 2 are based on the weight of the roof.

Resistance to Wind Uplift

Table 3 summarizes statistics on resistance to uplift of
38 ft s1.2 m32.4 md roof panels with various nailing pattern
while Table 4 summarizes statistics on capacities of two com
roof-to-wall connection details. These statistics are based on
ratory tests of actual structural components; DOL effects are
ligible, as noted earlier. For these data, the nominal diamete
“6d” and “8d” nails are assumed to be 0.113 and 0.131 in.(2.9
and 3.3 mm), respectively. The notation 69 /129 means that nai
are spaced at 6 in.(152 mm) at the edges of the panel and at
in. (305 mm) in the interior of the panel. The H2.5 clip is
standard detail; the statistics are representative of its str
when installed per manufacturer recommendations.

Fig. 1 illustrates roof panel fragilities for the different ro
configurations and nailing details summarized above. The m

Table 3. Panel Uplift Capacity Statistics

Nail type/spacing Mean

Coefficient
of

variation

Cumulative
distribution

function Source

6d nails
at 6 in./12 in.
s150/300 mmd

25 psf
(1.2 kPa)

0.15 Normal Rosowsk
and Schiff

(1996)
8d nails
at 6 in. /12 in.
s150/300 mmd

60 psf
(2.87 kPa)

0.15 Normal

Table 4. Roof-to-Wall Connection Capacity Statistics

Connection type Mean
Coefficient
of variation

Cumulative
distribution

function Source

3-8d toe nails 410 lbs
(1.83 kN)

0.34 Normal Reed et a
(1996)

H2.5 clip 1,312 lbs
(5.84 kN)

0.10 Normal
JOURNAL O
mum observed 3-s wind speed during Hurricane Andrew wa
proximately 165 mphs74 m/sd. It should be noted that the
results are not keyed to any particular code or standard; the
tural components and systems analyzed are typical of resid
construction in hurricane-prone areas, but these details ma(or
may not) be code-compliant in specific jurisdictions. Fig. 1 in
cates that the roofs with roof panels installed with 6-d nails
almost certain to suffer severe damage under Hurricane An
like conditions, with almost 100% certainty of losing of at le
one panel. The failure rates of roof panels installed with 8d
on roofs without overhang under similar wind conditions are
proximately 60%. Fig. 2 shows the roof truss-to-wall connec
fragility for one-story residences without a roof overhang in
posures B and C. The benefit of the hurricane clip over toe-na
across the range of hurricane wind speeds is readily appare

Fig. 3 compares fragilities for both roof sheathing uplift
failure of the roof-to-wall connection for a one-story house(with-
out a roof overhang) located in exposure B. It might be noted t
the fragility for the 8d nailed roof panel appears to match
fragility for the 3-8d toe-nailed roof-to-wall connection close
These two fragilities illustrate the concept ofbalanced risk.That
is, if it were desired that each of the two dominant failure mo
considered here should have the same failure probability
pairing of construction details should be used(e.g., “8d” nailed
roof panels with 3-8d toe-nailed roof-to-wall connection). Alter-
natively, if it is desired to ensure that roof sheathing rem
occurs before failure of the roof-to-wall connection, one m
specify, e.g., panels attached with 6d nails with the clip con
tion. This concept of using fragilities to compare relative risk
to make design decisions to achieve performance objective(for
one or more failure modes) suggests many other possible ap
cations in light frame construction. For example, design deci
could be made based on an evaluation of fragilities to ens
sequenceof failure modes with increasing(wind, seismic, flood
or other) demand.

Validation of the hurricane wind fragility analysis presen
challenge due to the complex nature of hurricanes hazard
mix of building types in an area affected by a natural disaster
the lack of statistics suitable for modeling system behavio
light-frame wood construction. In a specific community un
study, there would be a wide variety of building configurati
because of various roof heights, roof slopes, house sizes, s
structural systems, ages, and governing building codes and d
practices.

Comparisons are made of the predicted results with fai
observed in post-disaster damage surveys(e.g., NAHB 1993
1999a,b). Based on the information in these surveys, we assu
residential building inventory with 50% one-story houses
roof overhangs and 50% without roof overhangs. Among t
houses, 70% have roof panels with 6d nails and 30% wit
nails. Because the building inventory data were not com
(NAHB 1993), for illustrative purposes it was assumed that 9
of the roof-to-wall connections utilized a clip and 10% used
8d toe-nails. The fragilities for roof panels and roof-to-wall c
nection types estimated for this assumed mix of constructio
illustrated in Fig. 4. The survey indicated that 69±5% of o
story houses lost at least one roof panel during Hurricane An
The fragility analysis predicts a roof panel failure rate of 9
however it is important to note that this is based on thehighes
observedpeak guest wind speed. This value is not presumed
representative over the entire study region; nor would it be
pected that all structures are situated such that this max

wind speed would be experienced. The limit state for roof panel
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uplift is modeled as the failure of the first panel based on rese
by Mizzell and Schiff(1994), which showed that once failure o
single fastener occurred, the load was distributed to the surro
ing fasteners causing failure to propagate throughout the p
Panels at the roof corner are subject to the highest uplift fo
according to ASCE-7, where the local pressure coefficients,GCp,
are the highest of any point on the roof surface. Considering
the highest gust wind speed was assumed to apply to all hou
the postdisaster survey area and that the peak pressures ac
the roof occur over a very small area, this prediction can
viewed as a conservative upper bound on failure rate. Simi
the predicted roof-to-wall failure rate was 11%, presuming
the resistance is similar to that provided by the H2.5 clip If fur
detailed statistical data for the building inventory can be
lected, the confidence in such estimates can be improved.

Wind Fragility Sensitivity Analysis

In residential construction, building configurations and cons
tion methods are highly variable. A parametric sensitivity ana
can identify the relative contribution of each uncertain variab
structural performance, providing insight on areas where to t
further modeling and data collection. Such a parametric sen
ity study can deconstruct the fragilities of typical light-frame r
dential wood building structures into their dominant contribut
offering an efficient basis for improving building practice acco
ing to the relative contribution of each uncertain variable.

Table 1 shows the significance of exposure factorKz (exposure
B or exposure C). For the same building configuration, the m
wind load acting on the house increases 40% from exposu
(0.57) to exposure C(0.80), leading to an increase by a factor
4 in the roof-to-wall clip connection failure rate(Fig. 2) at V
=165 mphs74 m/sd. Similarly, the exterior pressure coefficie
GCp is a dominant factor for roof panel uplift on houses w
roofs with or without an overhang, because the roof overha
located in a critical roof zone according to ASCE-7. In Fig. 1,
failure rate for roof panel with 8d nails of one-story gable r

Fig. 1. Roof panel fragility of three typical house(exposure B)

Fig. 2. Roof-to-wall connection fragility of one-story house with
roof overhang
1926 / JOURNAL OF STRUCTURAL ENGINEERING © ASCE / DECEMBER
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residential construction without and with roof overhang incre
from 12 to 70% atV=130 mphs58 m/sd. Conversely, Fig.
shows that the height of the house has little impact on frag
because exposure factorKz is approximately the same for on
story and two-story houses.

Fastener selection and configuration is crucial if a house
survive hurricane winds of the magnitude of Andrew, Opa
Iniki. Nail size affects panel fragility significantly; 6d nails offe
mean resistance of only 25 psf(1.2 kPa) to uplift while 8d nails
offer a mean resistance of 60 psf(2.9 kPa). This translates to
reduction by a factor of approximate 7 in failure rate for a o
story home without a roof overhang for wind speed in the
mph s58 m/sd range(see Fig. 1). For the roof-to-wall connectio
the hurricane clip usually provides sufficient resistance to u
while three 8d toenails do not. If the wind speed is 165
s74 m/sd in exposure B, 65% of roof truss-to-wall connecti
with three 8d nails in one-story houses without roof overhang
fail, but less than 5% will fail if a hurricane clip is provided(see
Fig. 2). Finally, among all the factors, wind speed is the m
significant because the pressure is proportional to the squ
the wind speed. Accordingly, a network of accurate meteoro
cal measurement systems is essential for regional damag
loss estimation.

Seismic Fragility Analysis of Wood Panel Shear
Walls

Performance-based design concepts for wood frame stru
subjected to earthquake ground motion, such as those adv
by the CUREE-Caltech Wood Frame Project, are displacem
based and utilize the drift limits in FEMA 356(2000). The result
herein were obtained from a nonlinear dynamic time-his
analysis of wood frame shear walls modeled as isolated s
semblies usingCASHEW,a program developed as part of
CUREE-Caltech Wood Frame Project(Folz and Filiatrault 2001).
CASHEW is a numerical model that predicts the lo

Fig. 3. Panel and roof-to-wall connection fragility(one story hous
without roof overhang, exposure B)

Fig. 4. Comparison of prediction with postdisaster(Andrew) survey
2004
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displacement response of wood shear walls under quasi-sta
clic loading, taking into account the shear wall geometry, mat
properties, and the hysteretic behavior of the individual faste
This constitutive model of the wall defines parameters o
equivalent nonlinear SDOF model that can be used to predic
global cyclic response of a shear wall under arbitrary quasi-s
cyclic loading or earthquake ground motions. TheCASHEWpro-
gram can only be used for bare walls(i.e., modeling the sheathin
and fasteners only). For walls with nonstructural finish materia
such as stucco or gypsum over the sheathing, parameters f
equivalent SDOF model were fit directly to hysteretic curves
tained from shear wall tests(Rosowsky 2002; Rosowsky and K
2002).

A suite of 20 ground motion records was used to charact
non-near fault ground motions in southern California. For the
limit state, each record was scaled such that its mean 5% da
spectral value between periods of about 0.1 and 0.6 s match
design spectral value of approximately 1.1g over the same perio
range recommended in the NEHRP Guidelines(FEMA 2000).
This corresponds to the 10% in 50 yearss10/50d hazard level. Fo
the IO limit state, the records were scaled to the 50% in 50 y
s50/50d hazard level using the same procedure. Seismic zo
and soil type D were assumed.

The greatest source of variability(or more specifically, contr
bution to the variability in peak response) arises from the groun
motions themselves(i.e., the suite of 20 records characterizing
seismic environment in southern California). It was therefore de
cided to present the results obtained using each of the g
motions, scaled as appropriate for the limit state, in the form
cumulative distribution function(CDF) of peak displacement
These distribution functions provide a convenient method fo
timating probabilities of exceeding the stipulated FEMA 356 d
limits used to define the prescribed performance levels, e.g
transient drift(LS) for the 10/50 hazard level, and 1% transi
drift (IO) for the 50/50 hazard level. Once the peak displacem
distributions were determined, they could be postprocessed
form useful for design and/or assessment. Furthermore, by c
ing the spectral acceleration for the 20 records, a peak disp
ment CDF can be developed for each level of scaling. The p

Fig. 5. Fitting a lognormal distributi
ability of failure can be determined nonparametrically as the

JOURNAL O
relative frequency of the peak displacement exceeding the s
fied drift limit. This has the advantage of not requiring tha
particular distribution function be fit to the peak displaceme
For the example presented here, the records were scaled
different hazard levels, ranging from 50% in 50 years, to 2% i
years. An illustration of this process is presented in Fig. 5.

The effect of different system parameters(material and struc
tural) as well as construction quality levels on peak displace
were evaluated using this procedure by Rosowsky and
(2002). Selected results are included here for illustration. Fi
shows the effect of fastener spacing on peak shearwall disp
ment for a staggered sheathing panel arrangement. In th
ample, the parameters are similar to those used to develop F
except 5% damping and a higher shear modulussGd are assume
As in the previous example(Fig. 5), the records are scaled for l
safety(LS, 10/50 hazard level) and the corresponding FEMA 3
drift limit of 2% is shown for reference. The fastener is a 0.11
(2.9 mm) diameter pneumatically driven nail, and three diffe
nailing patterns were considered. As expected, the change
rimeter nailing from 3 in.(75 mm) to 6 in. (150 mm) has the mos
significant effect on shear wall performance.

Fig. 7 shows the effect of missing fasteners in specific l
tions in the shear wall(with staggered sheathing panel arran
ment as shown) on peak wall displacement. The parameters
the same as those in the previous figure, however, only one
ing pattern is considered, namely 3 in.(75 mm) along the perim
eters and 6 in.(150 mm) in the field. The peak displaceme
distribution furthest to the left in this figure corresponds to
wall with no missing fasteners. As suggested in this figure
walls having missing fasteners along the entire sole plate or
midheight of the wall(at the horizontal blocking in the case
this wall layout) perform the worst. These types of figures
provide quantitative information about the effects of construc
defects(or other tolerance information) on expected shearw
performance.

Fig. 8 shows the fragility curves for an 8 ft38 ft s2.4 m
32.4 md solid wall (no openings) with two full-size OSB sheath
ing panels[t=3/8 in. (9.5 mm), G=200 ksi(1.38 GPa)] oriented
vertically. The walls were constructed using pneumatically dr

the sample CDF of peak displacements
on to
0.113 in. (2.9 mm) diameter nails spaced at 3 in. /12 in.[3 in.
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(75 mm) along the perimeters and 12 in.(300 mm) in the field].
The wall is assumed to be fully anchored. The effective sei
weight acting on the wall was determined based on the allow
shear values in the 1997 UBC. Drift limits of 1, 2, and 3% w
considered. The seismic demand(interface) variable is the spec
tral acceleration,Sa. Fragility curves of this type can be us
either as design aidsor to assess risk consistency in current
sign provisions.

Using the same 8 ft38 ft s2.4 m32.4 md shear wall with no
openings, but considering only life safety(10% in 50 years haza
level, drift limit=2%), CASHEW was used to evalua
force-deformation relations for walls constructed using diffe

Fig. 6. Effect of fastene

Fig. 7. Effect of missing
1928 / JOURNAL OF STRUCTURAL ENGINEERING © ASCE / DECEMBER
nailing schedules(2 in. /12 in. , 3 in. /12 in. , 4 in. /12 in., an
6 in. /12 in.) and assuming differentR factors. These walls we
analyzed using the suite of 20 records(scaled as appropriate),
assuming that all walls had the maximum seismic weight pe
ted by the UBC. The UBC allows anR factor of 5.5 for wood
shear walls; however, lower values also were considered
UBC walls provided relatively consistent levels of safety(Kim
2003), as evidenced by the fact that the resulting fragility cu
were quite close for all nailing schedules. That is, the allow
seismic weights provided in the UBC for the different nai
schedules resulted in comparable levels of performance. Thi
mits the results for the different nailing schedules to be comb

cing on peak displacement

ners on peak displacement
r spa
faste
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in.
to construct a single fragility curve for a givenR factor. Fig. 9
shows the resulting fragility curves for the 8 ft38 ft
s2.4 m32.4 md shear wall considering life safety, forR factors
ranging from 2.5 to 5.5.

Perspectives on Risk and the Use of Fragility
Models in Building Code Improvement

With the move toward performance-based engineering, it sh
become feasible to achieve residential building performance
is consistent with social needs. To do this effectively, the rela
risks associated with performance under a spectrum of na
hazards must be understood. In some cases, mitigating on
may reduce vulnerability to another, while in other cases vu
ability to other hazards might be increased. Standards and
struction practice should aim at optimizing overall costs and r

In design for wind(and other nonseismic hazards), the produc
of the nominal load and load factor[i.e., 1.6Wn in Eqs.(4) and(6)
of ASCE Standard 7-02] determines that level of wind hazard
design. In earthquake-resistant design, it has been custom
stipulate the design-basis earthquake directly[i.e., 1.0En in Eqs.
(5) and(7) of ASCE 7-02]. In either case, these events corresp
to an event withapproximatelya 10% probability of being ex

Fig. 8. Fragility curves for 8 ft38 ft shear wall designed using 19
UBC (OSB sheathing, 0.113 in. diameter nail spaced at 3 in. /12)

Fig. 9. Fragility curves for life safety(2% peak drift) for 8 ft38 ft
shear wall designed using 1997 UBC and variousR factors (OSB
sheathing, 0.113 in. diameter nail)
JOURNAL O
ceeded in 50 years(a so-called 10% /50-year event, havin
mean return period of approximately 500 years). This life safety
performance objective, by and large, has been achieved for
natural hazard. On the other hand, code treatment of service
or loss of building function under lesser events has been un
and, in some instances, nonexistent. Many clients now a
unwilling to accept the large economic losses that this sin
minded focus on life safety has brought. Those who view
investment from a long-term rather than short-term perspe
may be willing to pay for the higher level of performance. M
sophisticated clients also may ask for a statement of confiden
whether the design will meet the stipulated performance o
tives. Many stakeholders in the building process have some
tative understanding of risk, but are poorly informed about q
titative risk analysis. The fragility—the likelihood of failure und
a given event—is more easily explained, particularly when
control variable(wind speed; earthquake magnitude) is a param
eter popularized in the media. It is easier for a nonspecial
understand a statement like, “The probability is 90% that the
cal home can be re-occupied immediately following the oc
rence of a Simpson-Saffir Category 4 hurricane” then it i
understand the statement, “The probability of building failur
less than 10−5/yr.” Such small probabilities are difficult to inte
pret, even for risk analysts(Ellingwood 2001).

A comparative assessment of risks due to wind, earthq
and similar natural hazards, while desirable for public policy
disaster planning purposes, as well as insurance underwriti
difficult to perform at the current state of the art. Life safet
unlikely to be endangered significantly by hurricanes becaus
National Weather Service and civil authorities provide adva
warning of such events. On the other hand, the economic im
of building evacuation as well as damage to building conten
enormous. Severe earthquakes do not give advanced wa
making the life safety objective paramount. In either event
disruptions and downtime in the local business communit
well as the need for certain essential facilities to maintain
integrity for postdisaster recovery, should factor into this c
parative risk assessment.

The design-basis wind speed stipulated for Miami in AS
7-02 is a 3-s gust wind speed of 145 mphs65 m/sd. Hurricane
Andrew, with a maximum estimated wind speed of 165 m
s74 m/sd (Vickery et al. 1998), is believed to have been a 200-
300-year event. Figs. 1 and 2 show that certain common con
tion practices(6d nailing of roof sheathing, toe-nailing ro
trusses to walls) leads to an unacceptable rate of damage to
under such conditions. These estimates are consistent, in a
tative sense, with postdisaster damage surveys conducted f
ing Hurricane Andrew, and suggest improvements to buil
practices that would only minimally impact the cost of reside
construction. Similarly(see Fig. 8), a light-frame wood shear wa
building subjected to a 10% /50(500-year) earthquake in Lo
Angeles County with a spectral accelerationSa=0.7g at a period
of 0.3 s has nearly a 50% probability of suffering sufficient d
age to require minor structural repairs prior to normal occup
but less than 5% probability of being damaged to the exten
the building occupants are endangered by structural dama
falling debris. Such probabilities for the inventory of residen
buildings, properly interpreted, provide a starting point for c

improvement.
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Conclusions

The fragility methodology summarized herein has the pote
for providing effective strategies for improving structural sa
and performance and for mitigating social and economic lo
from competing natural hazards. Initial applications appear p
ising, but the methodology must be validated as a tool in pro
ing losses from postulated natural hazards before being ap
for building code improvements(e.g., ASCE Standard 7) or to
loss assessment and insurance underwriting. Further compa
should be made of the predicted results with failures observ
postdisaster damage surveys. Following such validations, im
mentation of such a methodology would lead to more predic
building performance and facilitate the introduction of PBE, t
improving the utilization of wood and wood-based compos
reducing the vulnerability of the building envelope, structural
foundation systems to natural hazards, and mitigating the c
quent economic losses and social disruption brought on b
occurrence of hurricanes and earthquakes.
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